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mobilezone enters strategic partnership with Philion SE 

Via its German subsidiary einsAmobile GmbH, mobilezone is entering into a strategic partnership 

with Philion SE which, as the owner of Fexcom GmbH, is one of the largest independent 

telecommunication retail chains in Germany.  

The partnership will result in Germany’s first network-independent mobile communications service provider 

to dovetail both online and offline marketing. As part of the strategic partnership, Philion will take over a 

30 per cent share in Mister Mobile from einsAmobile, which will retain a 45 per cent share. The co-founder of 

Mister Mobile, Robert Ermich, who runs the online platform DEINHANDY, will also remain a shareholder with 

25 per cent and will stay on as CEO. 

 

With its well-known brand DEINHANDY.DE, Mister Mobile runs one of Germany’s biggest and most 

successful online platforms for the sale of telecommunication products. Thanks to the new partnership, it is 

set to benefit within the German market from the concentrated sales power of Fexcom, which currently 

boasts 167 stores. The Philion Group is planning to increase the number of stores to around 300 by the end 

of 2019 and to rebrand them DEINHANDY. This way, the well-known online brand will also be present and 

further reinforced at the POS (omni-channel approach).  

 

“This collaboration between the two companies will ensure that online and offline sales are integrated with 

one another and thus the best of both worlds in telecommunication combined. Within this omni-channel 

strategy, customers will from now on be offered a unique experience for everything relating to mobile 

communication, smart home and IoT (Internet of Things) products under the well-known brand 

DEINHANDY”, says Murat Ayhan, Managing Director of einsAmobile and member of the executive board at 

mobilezone. 

 

New growth potential in the core market of Germany  

From now on, the companies in the mobilezone and Philion groups will work closely together. In the next five 

years, all telecommunication contracts and mobile communication devices within the Philion Group will be 

processed via the mobilezone Group.  

 

Murat Ayhan is convinced: “The collaboration is another important strategic step for mobilezone in 

implementing its growth strategy.”  
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About mobilezone 
mobilezone holding ag, founded in 1999 (ticker symbol SIX: MOZN), boasted sales of  

CHF 1,172 million and a net profit of CHF 35.2 million in the reporting year 2017, and is thus the leading 

independent telecommunication specialist in Switzerland and Germany.  

 

The mobilezone Group employs around 900 staff at its sites in Rotkreuz, Urnäsch, Zweidlen, Zug, Vienna 

(A), Obertshausen (De), Berlin (De) and Münster (De). The offering comprises a complete range of mobile 

phones and tariff plans for mobile and fixed-line telephony, digital TV and Internet from all providers. 

Independent advice and services for private and business clients, repair services, wholesale activities, and 

supply to retailers complete the offering. These services and products are offered in 122 separate shops in 

Switzerland, 65 Ashop outlets in Germany (partner shops), and online via various web portals.  
 
 

About Mister Mobile GmbH 
Mister Mobile was founded in the summer of 2014 by Robert Ermich and einsAmobile as an independent 

online platform (with the brand DEINHANDY) for smartphones, tablets and tariffs. DEINHANDY is now one 

of the market leaders among telecommunication portals, not only supplying its customers with suitable 

offerings but also providing comprehensive information about the digital world via the company’s own blog 

and within the sphere of social media. Thus, the Berlin-based company combines the advantages of a 

comparison portal with the expertise of a specialist retailer, offering end devices in all price segments along 

with tariffs to suit every requirement. DEINHANDY’s aim is to find a tailored offering for every visitor. All-

round services for changing contracts, insuring mobile phones, and returns of old devices complete the 

offering from the mobile communication specialist. 

 

About Philion SE 

The management team at Philion SE (led by former Chairman of the Board at Telefonica Deutschland René 

Schuster) is harnessing its decades of experience in the international telecommunication market to achieve 

one objective: to build a leading network-independent service provider for all digital products relating to the 

telecommunication market over the coming years by means of a buy-and-build strategy. To this end, Philion 

is set up as a holding company listed on the stock exchange, which implements an omni-channel strategy for 

its subsidiaries in order to combine the advantages of online retail with those of personal services provided 

locally. Its first step was the takeover of Fexcom GmbH to coincide with the start of 2018. This first 

operational subsidiary was founded in 1993 and now employs 450 people and operates 167 mobile 

communication stores throughout Germany. Its turnover in 2017 amounted to around EUR 52 million.  
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